Campus watch
The following information is provided to offer advice and assistance to all members of and visitors to the College to enhance safety and minimise the risk of a crime occurring.

- Try to avoid being out and about on your own, particularly during the hours of darkness.
- Familiarise yourself with the well lit routes throughout the campus which have been highlighted within the special notice maps which can be found on College notice boards and are available as flyers from the Security Control Centre.
- These well lit routes are also covered by CCTV cameras and are patrolled regularly by security officers.
- Try to radiate confidence not vulnerability.
- Use the College bus service and the Student Unions’ SSHH service wherever possible.
- Report anything suspicious to College Security and Surrey Police where appropriate.
- Avoid using mobile phones and music systems when walking alone as this will not only attract possible theft but could also distract your attention.
- In study bedrooms where contents can be observed, always draw the curtains whenever you vacate your room.
• Always close and lock the doors and windows when you vacate your room, even if only going to the bathroom or kitchen especially if you live on the ground floor.
• Do not leave items of value on show within your room.
• Do not carry large amounts of cash or valuable items with you unless absolutely necessary.
• Cover up expensive looking jewellery, mobile phones and iPods.
• Do not put identity numbers on keys in case they are lost.
• Check entrance doors to your residence, do not assume someone else has secured the door.
• Report any defective lights or locks to security as soon as possible.
• Never leave valuables on show in your car, lock them out of sight.
• Keep the telephone number of Security stored in your mobile phone: 01784 443063.
• Keep a record of make, model and serial numbers of personal and electrical property and register them with Immobilise.
• Never leave valuables such as laptops, mobile phones, etc unattended when using services such as the College Libraries.

Join our Royal Holloway Campus Watch Facebook group
A beautiful university campus which is undoubtedly one of the safest in the country.

We are all working together to ensure we have the safest possible environment in which to live, work and study.

We are working with our colleagues to reduce the risks both within the College and the surrounding areas.

If you have to call the emergency services, please also inform College Security.

College Security       01784 443063
Police (emergency)     999
Surrey Police Emergency services  101
Health Centre (office hours)  01784 443131
Out of hours health care   01753 865773
Students’ Union         01784 276700
Support & Advisory Services 01784 443394

Emergency contact numbers